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Abstract
In this paper, the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem for singular systems is studied.
Necessary and sufficient conditions are presented under which there exists a state feedback
such that the closed-loop system is regular and has only infinite eigenvalues. The main res-
ult is proved constructively based on some simple numerical algorithms. These numerical
algorithms consist of an orthogonal reduction to an upper (block) Hessenberg form and a
simple linear recursion deduced from 2 2 Givens transformations. © 1999 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider the following singular system:
E Px D Ax C Bu; (1)
where E;A 2 Rnn; B 2 Rnm; B =D 0, and E is singular. Existence and unique-
ness of solutions to system (1) are guaranteed if .E; A/ is regular, that is
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det.E − A/ =D 0 for some .; / 2 C2:
If .E;A/ is regular, then its generalized eigenvalues are defined to be pairs .j ; j / 2
C2 such that det.jE − jA/ D 0; .j ; j / =D 0; j D 1; 2; : : : ; n: Eigenvalue pairs
.j ; j / are said to be finite if j =D 0 and the pairs are said to be infinite eigenvalues
if j D 0.
In this paper a state feedback u D −Fx is applied to (1) such that the closed-
loop system E Px D .A− BF/x is regular and its n eigenvalues are all infinite, i.e.,
det.sE − AC BF/ D det.−AC BF/ =D 0 for any s 2 C. This is commonly known
as the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem of singular system.
As pointed out in [2], the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem of singular
system is interesting, for instance:
(a) In the design of observer for singular systems [1], it was shown that the finite
poles of a singular system may be moved to infinity by state feedback and the state
may be reconstructed by causal observers.
(b) In designing the state feedback control of singular systems, the designer does
not always have to assign rank.E/ finite eigenvalues. A mixture of finite and infinite
eigenvalues assignment may provide an ‘optimum’ design.
(c) A combination of solution techniques for infinite eigenvalue assignment and
for rank.E/ finite eigenvalue assignment leads to a straightforward solution to the
problem of q.0 < q < rank.E// finite eigenvalue assignment [2].
Finite eigenvalue assignment problem of singular systems has been fully studied
in the literature (see Ref. [3]), but the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem has
not yet been fully investigated. An algorithm was given in [2] to solve the infinite
eigenvalue assignment problem for singular systems. The approach relies on the
transformation of the singular system into a particular coordinate via singular value
decomposition of the matrix E. The F matrix is developed by satisfying the condi-
tions of a recursive infinite eigenvector chain of the matrix pencil TsE − .A− BF/U
and the corresponding condition for pencil regularity. In that algorithm, the singular
values ofE and n infinite eigenvectors of pencil .E;A− BF/ are computed. These n
infinite eigenvectors must be linearly independent, and the matrix of these n infinite
eigenvectors must be well-conditioned in order to compute its inverse, otherwise,
numerical instability will appear.
This paper is strongly inspired by Fahmy and O’Reilly [2]. In this paper, we
revisit the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem for singular system (1) and
present necessary and sufficient conditions under which there exists a state feed-
back such that the closed-loop system is regular and has only infinite eigenvalues.
The main result is proved constructively based on some numerical algorithms.
These numerical algorithms consist of an orthogonal reduction to upper (block)
Hessenberg form and a simple linear recursion deduced from 2 2 Givens trans-
formations, and no eigenvalues/eigenvectors or singular values/singular vectors are
computed.
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2. The main result
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of
the infinite eigenvalue problem of system (1). To do so we need some preliminaries.
Definition 1. Given system (1). .E;AIB/ is C-controllable (i.e., completely con-
trollable) if
rank

E − A B D n 8.; / 2 C2 and .; / =D 0:
The following upper block Hessenberg form of .E;A;B/ characterizes the
C-controllability of .E;AIB/.
Lemma 2 [3]. Given system (1) with .E;A/ regular, then there exist orthogonal
matrices U;V such that
U.sE − A/V D
 n1 n0
n1 sE1 − A1 .
n0 0 sE0 − A0

; UB D
 m
n1 B1
n0 0

; (2)
where .E1; A1IB1/ is C-controllable, .E0; A0/ is regular, E1 is upper triangular
and . denotes unimportant entires. Moreover, E1; A1 and B1 in (2) are of the forms
sE1 − A1
D
26666664
1 2    k1 k
1 sH11 − U11 sH12 − U12 : : : sH1.k−1/ − U1.k−1/ sH1k − U1k
2 −U21 sH22 − U22 : : : sH2.k−1/ − U2.k−1/ sH2k − U2k
::: 0 ð ð
:::
:::
:::
::: ð ð ð
:::
k 0    0 −Uk.k−1/ sHkk − Ukk
37777775;
BT1 D
1 2    k
WT11 0    0

with W11;U21; : : : ;Uk.k−1/ of full row rank and H22; : : : ;Hkk nonsingular.
The condensed form (2) can be computed by the “controllability”-algorithm of
[3] which is based on orthogonal transformations and is numerically stable.
From Lemma 2 we have that .E;AIB/ is C-controllable if and only if n0 D 0.
The following remark will be useful in Section 3.2.
Remark 1. It is easy to know that if m D 1; B D b, E is singular and E b is of
full row rank, then, in (2), the .1; 1/-element of E1 must be zero.
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We are now in a position to give the main result of the present paper.
Theorem 3. Given system (1) with .E;A/ regular. Let U;V be orthogonal matrices
such that .U.sE − A/V;UB/ is in the condensed form (2). Then there exists a
matrix F 2 Rmn such that
det.sE − AC BF/ D det.−AC BF/ =D 0 8s 2 C
if and only if
det.E1/ D 0; (3)
det.sE0 − A0/ D det.−A0/ =D 0 8s 2 C if n0 > 0: (4)
For any F 2 Rmn, denote
FV D
n1 n0
F1 F0

;
then, for any s 2 C, we have
det.sE − AC BF/ D det.U/det.sE1 − A1 C B1F1/det.sE0 − A0/det.V /: (5)
Obviously, the necessity of Theorem 3 follows directly from (5). Hence, we only
need to prove the sufficiency of Theorem 3. This is the main purpose of Section 3.
Conditions (3) and (4) can be checked very easily. E1 is upper triangular, so (3)
holds if and only if at least one of the diagonal elements of E1 is zero. If n0 > 0,
then we can verify condition (4) by computing the generalized upper triangular form
of .E0; A0/. Note that .E0; A0/ is regular, so there exist orthogonal matrices U0; V0
such that
U0.sE0 − A0/V0 D
 n01 n0 − n01
n01 sE01 − A01 .
n0 − n01 0 sE02 − A02

; (6)
where E01 is nonsingular and sE02 − A02 is of full rank for any s 2 C. Hence, con-
dition (4) holds if and only if n01 D 0. In (6) we do not require that E01 and A01 are
both upper triangular. The condensed form (6) (in fact, the generalized upper form
of any matrix pencil) can be computed by LAPACK [6].
3. The sufficiency of Theorem 3
In this section, we prove the sufficiency of Theorem 3 constructively. We first
consider the case of single input then study the multi-input case.
3.1. Single input case
In this section we always assume that m D 1, i.e., B D b 2 Rn in system (1). In
this case, .E1; A1; B1/ in Lemma 2 is of the form
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A1D
26666664
a11 a12 : : : a1;n1−1 a1;n1
a21 a22 : : : a2;n1−1 a2;n1
0 ð ð
:::
:::
::: ð ð ð
:::
0 : : : 0 an1;n1−1 an1;n1
37777775 ; (7)
E1D
26664
e11 e12 : : : e1;n1
e22 : : : e2;n1
ð
:::
en1;n1
37775 ; B1 D b1 D
26664
1
0
:::
0
37775 ; (8)
with
eii =D 0; ai;i−1 =D 0; i D 2; : : : ; n1; 1 =D 0; (9)
and, if condition (3) is true, then
e11 D 0: (10)
Now we consider the following numerical algorithm:
Algorithm 1.
Input: E1; A1 2 Rn1n1 ; b1 2 Rn1 of the forms (7) and (8) satisfying (9) and (10).
Output: f1 2 R1n1 satisfying
det.sE1 − A1 C b1f1/ D det.−A1 C b1f1/ =D 0 8s 2 C:
Step 1. For i D 1; :::; n1 − 1, do
 Perform a Givens transformation
Pi VD

sin.i/ cos.i/
− cos.i/ sin.i/

such that
Pi

ei.iC1/
e.iC1/.iC1/

D
"
e2
i.iC1/ C e2.iC1/.iC1/
1=2
0
#
:
 Set
 i VD aiie.iC1/.iC1/ − a.iC1/iei.iC1/
ie.iC1/.iC1/
;
iC1 VD−i cos.i/;
and denote
e.iC1/.iC2/ : : : e.iC1/n1

VD − cos.i/ sin.i/  ei.iC2/ : : : ein1
e.iC1/.iC2/ : : : e.iC1/n1

;
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a.iC1/.iC1/ : : : a.iC1/n1

VD − cos.i/ sin.i/  ai.iC1/ : : : ain1
a.iC1/.iC1/ : : : a.iC1/n1

:
Step 2. Choose  =D 0 depending on the data an1n1 such that fl.an1n1 − / =D an1n1 .
Set
 n1 VD
an1n1 − 
n1
; f1 VD

 1 : : :  n1

:
In Algorithm 1, the initial matrices E1; A1; b1 are of the forms (7), (8) and sat-
isfy (9) and (10), so i =D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n1 and  i; i D 1; : : : ; n1 are well-defined.
Moreover, we also have
Pi

aii − i i
a.iC1/i

D

ai
0

; ai =D 0; det.Pi/ D 1;
and
det.sE1 − A1 C b1f1/Ddet.−A1 C b1f1/
D.−1/n1a1 : : : an1−1 =D 0 8s 2 C: (11)
Now, let f1 be computed by Algorithm 1 and denote
f VD f1 0V T:
By (8) and condition in (4), we get
det.sE − AC bf / D det.sE1 − A1 C b1f1/det.sE0 − A0/det.UT/det.V T/
D det.−A1 C b1f1/det.−A0/det.UT/det.V T/
D det.−AC bf /
=D 0:
This completes the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 3. 
3.2. Multi-input case
In this section we aim at giving a constructive proof of sufficiency of Theorem 3
with B 2 Rnm;m > 1. Firstly we establish a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 4. Given E1; A1 2 Rn1n1 ; B1 2 Rn1m. Assume that .E1; A1IB1/ is C-
controllable and E1 is singular. Then there exist orthogonal matrices P;Q and W
such that PE1Q, PA1Q, PB1W are of the forms:
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P.sE1 − A1/QD
26666664
1 2 : : : t
1 sE11 − A11 sE12 − A12 : : : sE1t − A1t
2 sE22 − A22 : : : sE2t − A2t
::: ð
:::
t sEtt − Att
37777775;
PB1WD
26666664
1 1 : : : 1
1 b1 b12 : : : b1t .
2 b2 : : : b2t .
::: ð
::: .
t bt .
37777775; (12)
where Eii; Aii; i D 1; : : : ; t are upper triangular and un-reduced upper Hessenberg
matrices, respectively. For i D 1; : : : ; t , in all diagonal elements of Eii only .1; 1/-
element may be equal to zero, and, bi only has one nonzero elements as its first
element. Moreover, .1; 1/-element of E11 is zero.
Proof. We prove Lemma 4 constructively. Let us consider the following algorithm
in which  is a detector: if  D 0, then the .1; 1/-element of deduced E11 may be
nonzero, otherwise, if  D 1, then the .1; 1/-element of E11 is zero already.
Algorithm 2.
Input: E1; A1 2 Rn1n1 , B1 2 Rn1m with .E1; A1IB1/ being C-controllable and
E1 singular.
Output: Orthogonal matricesP;Q;W so that P.sE1 − A1/Q and PB1W are in the
form (12).
Step 1. Set
t VD 1;  VD 0; P D Q VD In1 ; W VD Im:
Step 2. Check Bt . If its first column is zero, then exchange its columns with per-
mutation matrixWt such that
BtWt DV
 Qbt QBt ; bt =D 0:
Set
W VD W

It−1
Wt

:
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Step 3. Perform the “controllability”-algorithm in [3] to get orthogonal matrices
Pt ;Qt such that
Pt .sEt − At/QtDV
 t
t sEtt − Att .
sEtC1 − AtC1

;
Pt QbtDV
 1
t bt
0

;
where .Ett ; Att ; bt / is C-controllable. Ett is upper triangular matrices and Att is un-
reduced upper Hessenberg matrix. Furthermore, among all diagonal elements of Ett
only its .1; 1/-element may be equal to zero. Also the first element of bt is nonzero
and the rest of the elements in bt are zero. Set
Pt QBt D

t .
BtC1

; P VD
"
IPt−1
iD1 i
Pt
#
P;
Q VDQ
"
IPt−1
iD1 i
Qt
#
:
Step 4. If  D 1, go to Step 5. If  D 0, then check the .1; 1/-element of Ett : if this
.1; 1/-element is zero and t > 1, set
E1 VDPE1Q; A1 VD PA1Q; B1 VD PB1W
240 It−11 0
Im−t
35 ;
 VD1; t VD 1;
and then return to Step 2; if this .1; 1/-element is zero and t D 1, set  D 1 and
continue.
Step 5. If
tX
iD1
i < n1;
then, set t VD t C 1, and return to Step 2. Otherwise, PtiD1 i D n1, and orthogonal
matrices P;Q andW satisfy Lemma 4. Hence, input P;Q and W .
Now we analyse Algorithm 2. Since .E1; A1IB1/ is C-controllable, when  D 0,
after performing l times Steps 2–4 with l 6 n1, orthogonal matrices P;Q;W must
be such that P.sE1 − A1/Q and PB1W are of the form
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P.sE1 − A1/Q
D
2666664
1 2 : : : l
1 sE11 − A11 sE12 − A12 : : : sE1l − A1l .
2 sE22 − A22 : : : sE2l − A2l .
::: ð
::: .
l sEll − All .
sElC1 − AlC1;
3777775
PB1WD
2666664
1 1 : : : 1
1 b1 b12 : : : b1l .
2 b2 : : : b2l .
::: ð
::: .
l bl .
BlC1
3777775; (13)
where Eii; Aii i D 1; : : : ; l are upper triangular and un-reduced upper Hessenberg
matrices, respectively. In all diagonal elements of Eii only .1; 1/-element may be
equal to zero, and bi has only one nonzero element as its first element. However, in
this moment there still exists a gap between (12) and (13), i.e., the .1; 1/-element
of E11 in (13) may be nonzero. This gap can be filled in using the fact that E1 is
singular. Since E1 is singular, so there exists an integer l 6 n1 such that in (13)
.1; 1/-elements of Eii , i D 1; : : : ; l − 1 are nonzero, but the .1; 1/-element of Ell is
zero. This shows that  must be changed to be 1 after performing Steps 2–4 at most
n1 times.
When  D 1, by Remark 1, after performing Step 2 with new t D 1 and new E1,
A1 and B1, the .1; 1/-element of E11 must be zero. Therefore, in the final output,
orthogonal matrices P;Q;W give the condensed form (12). 
Now, we prove the sufficiency of Theorem 3 with m > 1.
Proof. The proof of the Sufficiency of Theorem 3.
Without loss of generality, we assume that E;A;B are already in the form (2)
and E1; A1; B1 are of the form (12), i.e., in the forms (2) and (12), U D V D I ,
P D Q D I andW D I . First we construct F1 2 Rmn1 such that
det.sE1 − A1 C B1F1/ D det.−A1 C B1F1/ =D 0 8s 2 C: (14)
via the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3.
Input:E1; A12Rn1n1 ; B12Rmn1 of the form (12) with .Eii ; AiiI bi/; iD1; : : : ; t
being C-controllable and the .1; 1/-element of E11 being zero.
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Output: F1 2 Rmn1 satisfying (14).
Step 0. Set i VD 0.
Step 1. Perform Algorithm 1 to get fi 2 R1i and orthogonal matrix Ui which can
be obtained from the given transformations Pi in Algorithm 1 such that
Ui.sEii − Aii C bifi/ D
264−a
.i/
1 . .
ð
:::
−a.i/i
375 ; Uibi D
264
.i/
1
:::

.i/
i
375 ;
where a.i/j ; 
.i/
j ; j D 1; : : : ; i are nonzero, . are the terms which contain parameter
s and is unimportant in our analysis.
Step 2.
 If i D t , go to Step 3.
 If i < t and the .1; 1/-element of E.iC1/.iC1/ is zero, set
f
.1/
i D f .2/i D 0; i VD i C 1;
and return to Step 1.
 If i < t and the .1; 1/-element of E.iC1/.iC1/ is not zero, then set
UiEij DV Eij ; UiAij DV Aij ; Uibij DV bij ; ; j D i C 1; : : : ; t:
Denote
Ei.iC1/ D

. .
x .

; bi.iC1/ D

.
y

; x; y 2 R:
Let the (1,1)-element of E.iC1/.iC1/ and the first element of biC1 be e.iC1/11 and

.iC1/
1 , respectively. Perform a Givens transformation of the form
Pi D

sin.i/ cos.i/
− cos.i/ sin.i/

such that
Pi

x
e
.iC1/
11

D

.
0

;
choose i 2 R such that
Pi
"
i
.i/
i C y

.iC1/
1
#
D

.
Q.iC1/1

; Q.iC1/1 =D 0;
and choose z.i/1 ; z
.i/
2 2 R such that
Pi
"
a
.i/
i − .i/i z.i/1 − yz.i/2
−.iC1/1 z2
#
D
 Qa.i/i
0

; Qa.i/i =D 0:
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Set
f
.1/
i VD
h
0 : : : 0 z.i/1
i
2 R1i ;
f
.2/
i VD
h
0 : : : 0 z.i/2
i
2 R1i ;
and 24Ii−1 Pi
IiC1−1
35 Eij
E.iC1/j

D:

i Eij
iC1 E.iC1/j

;
j D i C 1; : : : ; t;24Ii−1 Pi
IiC1−1
35 Aij
A.iC1/j

D:
24 i Aij
iC1 A.iC1/j
35 ;
j D i C 1; : : : ; t;24Ii−1 Pi
IiC1−1
35 bij
b.iC1/j

DV
24 i bij
iC1 b.iC1/j
35 ;
j D i C 2; : : : ; t;
biC1 VD
 Q.iC1/1
0

2 RiC1;
and
i VD i C 1:
Return to Step 1.
Step 3. Construct F1 2 Rmn1 :
F1 VD
2666666664
1 2 : : : t−1 t
1 f11 f12 : : : f1.t−1/ f1t
1 f21 f22 : : : f2.t−1/ f2t
::: 0 ð ð
:::
:::
::: 0 0 ð ð
:::
1 0 0 0 ft.t−1/ ftt
m− t 0 0 0 0 0
3777777775
with setting
fii VDfi C f .1/i ; i D 1; : : : ; t;
f.iC1/i VDf .2/i ; i D 1; : : : ; t − 1;
fij VDif.iC1/j ; 1 6 i < j 6 t;
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where f .1/t D 0.
In Algorithm 3, Pi;Ui are Givens transformation and the product of Givens trans-
formations, so
det.Ui/ D det.Pi/ D 1:
So a simple calculation yields that
det.sE1 − A1 C B1F1/D

5tiD15
i−1
jD1

−a.i/j
 
5t−1iD1

−Qa.i/i
 
−a.t/t

=D0 8s 2 C;
equivalently, (14) holds.
Now, set
F VD F1 0 ;
then by (14) and condition (4), we have
det.sE − AC BF/ D det.sE1 − A1 C B1F1/det.−A0/ =D 0 8s 2 C:
This completes the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 3. 
4. Numerical examples
Based on the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 3, we can solve infinite eigenvalue
assignment problem via the following complete algorithm.
Algorithm 4.
Input: E;A 2 Rnn; B 2 Rnm.
Output: F 2 Rmn such that (if possible)
det.sE − AC BF/ D det.−AC BF/ =D 0 8s 2 C:
Step 1. Perform “controllability” in [3] to compute the upper block Hessenberg form
(2) and obtain matrices U;V .
Step 2. Check conditions (3) and (4). If (3) and (4) are true, do Step 3. Otherwise,
Print “The Problem Is Unsolvable” and stop.
Step 3. If m D 1, do Step 4. Otherwise, do Step 5.
Step 4. Perform Algorithm 1 to get f1, set
f VD f1 0V T:
Output f and stop.
Step 5. Perform Algorithm 2 to get the form in (12) and also obtain matrices P;Q;W
and then perform Algorithm 3 to get F1. Set
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F VD WF1QT 0V T:
Output F and stop.
Now we analysis the numerical stability of Algorithm 4.
 The block upper Hessenberg forms (2) and (12) can be computed by orthogonal
transformations which can be implemented via a numerically stable way.
 Algorithm 1 can be regarded as the extension of the algorithm for single input
pole assignment problem in [4] (see its Appendix). In [4] this single input pole
assignment algorithm is shown to be numerical stable. Using a completely sim-
ilar analysis, we can see that Algorithm 1 is also numerically stable. Hence, for
the single input case, Algorithm 4 is numerically stable.
We shall consider three numerical examples. The first one is for single input case
to illustrate Algorithm 1. The second one is from [2] using Algorithm 4 (including
Algorithms 1, 2 and 3). The third one gives a full illustration of Algorithm 3. Our
program is written in Matlab with 4 decimal places display.
Example 1.
We shall show an example for the single input case and assume that Step 1 in
Algorithm 4 is performed as in [3]. The input matrices are in the form of (7) and (8).
Let
A1 D266666664
7:9134 11:6362 7:6563 19:4017 1:1606 9:2646 12:6848 13:1099 19:6019 17:5568
8:6898 18:6457 9:2736 14:6841 8:2044 19:5679 13:8420 2:1190 7:9771 15:9693
0 4:1419 11:2597 0:7129 8:0431 11:0098 14:9021 14:4044 9:5527 2:6262
0 0 2:1560 8:7319 1:8479 1:4577 8:2387 6:8547 17:5529 15:8083
0 0 0 6:8875 2:6986 5:0191 12:8210 7:6391 15:5894 8:7488
0 0 0 0 8:4369 2:8788 6:9266 2:4278 18:4223 2:9310
0 0 0 0 0 0:7646 12:5222 5:6515 5:3411 13:5795
0 0 0 0 0 0 2:4044 1:0006 5:3980 11:6096
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0:2704 12:0847 4:9467
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3:5297 7:8964
377777775
;
E1 D
266666664
0 1:3612 5:9473 4:9734 8:7590 4:5726 0:6254 3:9289 4:4196 8:6663
0 9:1679 2:4392 0:2677 1:1544 7:7761 3:4967 7:9003 0:7384 1:1661
0 0 0:7837 1:2450 6:6138 1:3940 7:1014 3:1431 3:9675 2:2597
0 0 0 3:7918 0:8463 4:6649 1:5087 0:0401 7:7999 4:4741
0 0 0 0 1:7061 5:3434 0:8850 7:2540 1:0977 7:3052
0 0 0 0 0 8:0559 1:5582 6:1482 6:8689 1:4745
0 0 0 0 0 0 5:4001 9:8964 2:2933 2:7077
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7:9006 5:9244 3:3827
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6:5000 9:9929
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0:9435
377777775
;
b1 D

6:4080 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T
:
The initial matrices satisfy the conditions in (9) and (10). The resulted f1 is
1:0336;−3:2226;−11:1933; 27:0411;−18:3649; 0:9377; 26:7927; 14:6721;
−167:4928;−394:1241T:
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It can be verified that det.sE1 − A1 C b1f1/ D det.−A1 C b1f1/ =D 0 for any com-
plex number s and the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem is solved.
Example 2. We shall test the same example from [2].
E D
2664
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
3775 ; A D
2664
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
3775 ; B D
2664
0 1
1 0
−1 1
1 0
3775 :
Although it is a muliinput example, it is found that only the first column of the input
matrixB is sufficient to perform the infinite pole assignment. It is interesting to show
that the second column in B is not necessary in our calculation to achieve the infinite
eigenvalue assignment because det.sE22 − A22/ D det.−A22/ =D 0 already.
Applying the “controllability” algorithm of [3] we obtain E1; A1 and B1 as
follows
E1 D
2664
0 1:9429e− 16 −4:0825e− 01 4:0825e− 01
0 −5:5511e− 17 7:3030e− 01 3:6515e− 01
0 0 5:4772e− 01 −1:8257e− 01
0 0 0 8:1650e− 01
3775 ;
A1 D
2664
5:7735e− 01 −5:7735e− 01 2:7756e− 16 8:1650e− 01
−2:5820e− 01 2:5820e− 01 −5:4772e− 01 −9:1287e− 01
7:7460e− 01 5:1640e− 01 −1:8257e− 01 −9:1287e− 01
0 −5:7735e− 01 8:1650e− 01 −8:1650e− 01
3775 ;
B1 D
2664
−1:7321eC 00 5:7735e− 01
0 1:2910eC 00
0 0
0 0
3775 :
Using Algorithm 2, it is found that matrices E11, A11 and b1 are
E11 D
241:9429e− 16 −4:0825e− 01 −1:3878e− 160 5:7735e− 01 −4:9960e− 16
0 0 1:0000eC 00
35 ;
A11 D
24−5:7735e− 01 −8:1650e− 01 5:7735e− 018:1650e− 01 −5:7735e− 01 −8:1650e− 01
0 7:0711e− 01 −1:0000eC 00
35 ;
b1 D
241:7321eC 000
0
35 ;
andE22 D 0; A22 D 1; b2 D 7:0711e− 01. By Algorithm 3, we get f1 D T2:2204e−
16; −7:0711e− 01; −7:0711e− 01U and f2 D 0. Hence, in Step 3 of Algorithm 3,
we have
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f1 0
0 f2

D
−5:0000e− 01 −8:4662e− 17 8:5355e− 01 1:4645e− 01
0 0 0 0

:
Now, as in Step 5 of Algorithm 4, we get
F D

5:0000e− 01 5:0000e− 01 −7:0711e− 01 −8:4662e− 17
0 0 0 0

:
It can be verified that det.sE − AC BF/ D −1 =D 0 for any complex number s and
the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem is solved. Notice that E22 is zero in this
example, the calculation to construct F becomes straightforward and it is a simple
case for Algorithm 3.
Example 3. In this example, we test Algorithm 3 by using a complicated example
which does not have all .1; 1/ elements of EiC1;iC1 to be zero, which would enable
us to illustrate all the calculations in Step 2 of Algorithm 3. Let us consider
E1 D
2664
0 9:1806eC 00 1:5950eC 01 4:6599eC 00 5:2515eC 00 8:3812eC 00
0 −3:4231e C 00 −7:2389eC 00 4:1865eC 00 2:0265eC 00 1:9640e− 01
0 0 1:0337eC 01 8:4622eC 00 6:7214eC 00 6:8128eC 00
0 0 0 2:2353eC 00 6:2069eC 00 3:7948eC 00
0 0 0 0 −2:8988eC 00 8:3180eC 00
0 0 0 0 0 4:4510eC 00
3775 ;
A1 D2664
−5:4516eC 00 9:0932eC 00 6:8323eC 00 5:0281eC 00 3:0462eC 00 6:8222e C 00
2:9602eC 00 −4:0300e− 01 −9:5896eC 00 7:0947eC 00 1:8965eC 00 3:0276e C 00
0 6:4907eC 00 8:9342eC 00 4:2889eC 00 1:9343eC 00 5:4167e C 00
0 0 0 −3:0873eC 00 2:7677eC 00 1:5087e C 00
0 0 0 5:2194eC 00 −6:0067e C 00 6:9790e C 00
0 0 0 0 0 7:4679e C 00
3775 ;
B1 D
26666664
−9:8503eC 00 3:7837eC 00 5:9356eC 00
0 8:6001eC 00 4:9655eC 00
0 8:5366eC 00 8:9977eC 00
0 −1:9940eC 00 8:2163eC 00
0 0 6:4491eC 00
0 0 9:3181eC 00
37777775 :
Apply Algorithm 3 directly, then the first step is to use Algorithm 1 to obtainU1; f1
from .E11; A11; b1/, where E11 and A11 are of dimension 3 3, hence we have
U1 D
24 9:3699e− 01 −3:4937e− 01 0−4:0633e− 02 −1:0898e− 01 9:9321e− 01
−3:4700e− 01 −9:3063e− 01 −1:1631e− 01
35 ;
f1 D [−2:5252e− 01− 1:0343eC 001:3208eC 00] :
Then we update E12; E13; A12; A13; b12 and b13 by using U1 according to step
2 of algorithm 3. Also we obtain a given transformation P1 from E12.3; 1/ and
E22.1; 1/ as
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P1 D

9:4560e− 01 −3:2532e− 01
3:2532e− 01 9:4560e− 01

:
Choose 1 D 8:1797 and calculate z11 D −4:7828 and z12 D −1:0772 accord-
ingly, also the elementsE12; E22; E13; E23; A12; A22; A13; A23; b13; b23 are updated
according to Step 2 of Algorithm 3. Hence we have the newE22; A22; b2 for the next
iteration
E22 D

4:4409e− 16 4:4087eC 00
0 −2:8988eC 00

;
A22 D
−5:7972eC 00 1:6259eC 00
5:2194eC 00 −6:0067eC 00

;
and
b2 D

3:8560eC 00
0

:
Apply Algorithm 1 again to the above .E22; A22; b2/ to obtain
U2 D

8:3556e− 01 −5:4940e− 01
5:4940e− 01 8:3556e− 01

;
f2 D [5:5516e− 01− 2:4195eC 00] :
Hence E23; A23; b23 are updated by means of U2 according to Step 2 of Algorithm
3. A new Given transformation P2 is obtained as
P2 D

8:7954e− 01 4:7582e− 01
−4:7582e− 01 8:7954e− 01

:
Choose 2 D 3:4197 and calculate z22 D −1:4794e− 01, z21 D −1:5287e− 01 re-
spectively. Hence, E33 and A33; b3 are then updated accordingly, and we have
E33 D 0; A33 D 3:9152; b3 D 8:1063e− 01:
Apply Algorithm 1 on .E33; A33; b3/ again to obtain f3 D 3:5962, and F1 is then
constructed as
F1 D
−2:5252e− 01 −1:0343eC 00 −3:4620eC 00 4:5410eC 00 −2:1041eC 01 1:0060eC 02
0 0 −1:0772eC 00 5:5516e− 01 −2:5723eC 00 1:2298eC 01
0 0 0 0 −1:4794e− 01 3:5962eC 00

:
Hence det.sE1 − A1 C B1F1/ D 1:0062eC 04 =D 0 for any complex s and we have
achieved the infinite pole assignment.
5. Conclusion
We have presented necessary and sufficient conditions for the infinite eigenvalue
assignment of singular system (1). The main result is proved constructively based
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on some simple numerical algorithms. These numerical algorithms consist of an or-
thogonal reduction to upper Hessenberg form and a simple linear recursion deduced
from 2 2 Givens transformations. Special attention has been given to the numerical
properties of the algorithms, and at least in the single case, there is strong evidence
that our algorithm 4 is stable.
Although we have solved the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem and presen-
ted a simple and reliable numerical algorithm, there still exist some problems which
should be studied further. These problems include:
 The solution of the infinite eigenvalue assignment problem is not unique, so
how to parameterize all solutions?
 In the present paper we transform the multi-input case to be some single input
cases, so we need to compute the form (12). Further investigation is required to
compute the desired F in multi-input case directly based on (2).
These two problems are still under investigation.
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